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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a complex Python code project that could benefit from using Data Science Jobs as it is a repeatable machine learning model

training task. The project contains many subfolder and classes. What is the best way to run this project as a job?

Options: 
A- ZIP the entire code project folder, upload it as a Job artifact on job creation and set JOB_RUN_ENTRYPOINT to point to the main

executable file.

B- ZIP the entire code project folder and upload it as a Job artifact on job creation, Jobs identities the main executable file automatically.

C- Rewrite your code so that a single executable Python or Bash/Shell script file.

D- ZIP the entire code project folder and upload it as a Job artifact Jobs automatically identifies

That main top level where the code is run.

Answer: 
A

Question 2



Question Type: MultipleChoice

You want to evaluate the relationship between feature values and model predictions. You sus-pect that some of the features are

correlated. Which model explanation technique would you recommend?

Options: 
A- Accumulated Local Effects.

B- Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations.

C- Feature Dependence Explanations.

D- Feature Permutation Importance Explanations.

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You are attempting to save a model from a notebook session to the model catalog by using the Accelerated Data Science (ADS) SDK,

with resource principal as the authentication signer, and you get a 404 authentication error. Which TWO should you look for to ensure

permissions are set up correctly?

Options: 
A- The networking configuration allows access to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services through a Service Gateway.

B- The model artifact is saved to the block volume of the notebook session.

C- The dynamic group's matching rule exists for notebook sessions in this compartment.

D- The policy for the dynamic group grants manages permissions for the model catalog in this compartment.

E- The policy for your user group grants manage permissions for the model catalog in this compartment.

Answer: 
D, E

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You are a data scientist working inside a notebook session and you attempt to pip install a package from a public repository that is not

included in your condo environment. After running this command, you get a network timeout error. What might be missing from your

networking configuration?

Options: 
A- Service Gateway with private subnet access.

B- NAT Gateway with public internet access.

C- FastConnect to an on-premises network.

D- Primary Virtual Network Interface Card (VNIC).

Answer: 
B

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have developed a model training code that regularly checks for new data in Object Storage and retrains the model. Which statement

best describes the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services that can be accessed from Data Science Jobs?



Options: 
A- Data Science Jobs can access OCI resources only via the resource principal.

B- Some OCI services require authorizations not supported by Data Science Jobs.

C- Data Science Jobs cannot access all OCI services.

D- Data Science Jobs can access all OCI services.

Answer: 
D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You want to evaluate the relationship between feature values and model predictions. You sus-pect that some of the features are

correlated. Which model explanation technique would you recommend?

Options: 



A- Accumulated Local Effects.

B- Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations.

C- Feature Dependence Explanations.

D- Feature Permutation Importance Explanations.

Answer: 
B

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a complex Python code project that could benefit from using Data Science Jobs as it is a repeatable machine learning model

training task. The project contains many subfolder and classes. What is the best way to run this project as a job?

Options: 
A- ZIP the entire code project folder, upload it as a Job artifact on job creation and set JOB_RUN_ENTRYPOINT to point to the main

executable file.



B- ZIP the entire code project folder and upload it as a Job artifact on job creation, Jobs identities the main executable file automatically.

C- Rewrite your code so that a single executable Python or Bash/Shell script file.

D- ZIP the entire code project folder and upload it as a Job artifact Jobs automatically identifies

That main top level where the code is run.

Answer: 
A

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are attempting to save a model from a notebook session to the model catalog by using the Accelerated Data Science (ADS) SDK,

with resource principal as the authentication signer, and you get a 404 authentication error. Which TWO should you look for to ensure

permissions are set up correctly?

Options: 
A- The networking configuration allows access to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services through a Service Gateway.



B- The model artifact is saved to the block volume of the notebook session.

C- The dynamic group's matching rule exists for notebook sessions in this compartment.

D- The policy for the dynamic group grants manages permissions for the model catalog in this compartment.

E- The policy for your user group grants manage permissions for the model catalog in this compartment.

Answer: 
D, E

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are a data scientist working inside a notebook session and you attempt to pip install a package from a public repository that is not

included in your condo environment. After running this command, you get a network timeout error. What might be missing from your

networking configuration?

Options: 
A- Service Gateway with private subnet access.



B- NAT Gateway with public internet access.

C- FastConnect to an on-premises network.

D- Primary Virtual Network Interface Card (VNIC).

Answer: 
B

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have developed a model training code that regularly checks for new data in Object Storage and retrains the model. Which statement

best describes the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services that can be accessed from Data Science Jobs?

Options: 
A- Data Science Jobs can access OCI resources only via the resource principal.

B- Some OCI services require authorizations not supported by Data Science Jobs.

C- Data Science Jobs cannot access all OCI services.



D- Data Science Jobs can access all OCI services.

Answer: 
D
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